A current challenge for data management systems is to support the construction and maintenance of machine learning models over data that is large, multi-dimensional, and evolving. While systems that could support these tasks are emerging, the need to scale to distributed, streaming data requires new models and algorithms. In this setting, as well as computational scalability and model accuracy, we also need to minimize the amount of communication between distributed processors, which is the chief component of latency.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing need for large scale data analysis, distributed machine learning [1] has grown in importance in recent years, leading to the development of platforms such as Spark MLlib [2] , Tensorflow [3] and Graphlab [4] . Raw data is described by a large number of interrelated variables, and an important task is to describe the joint distribution over these variables, allowing inferences and predictions to be made. For example, consider a large-scale sensor network where each sensor is observing events in its local area (say, vehicles across a highway network; or pollution levels within a city). There can be many factors associated with each event, such as duration, scale, surrounding environmental conditions and many other features collected by the sensor. However, directly modeling the full joint distribution of all these features may be infeasible, since the complexity of such a model grows exponentially with the number of variables. For instance, the complexity of a model with n variables, each taking one of J values is O(J n ) parameters. The most common way to tame this complexity has to use a graphical model to compactly encode conditional dependencies among variables in the data, and so reduce the number of parameters.
We focus on Bayesian Networks, a general and widely used class of graphical models. A Bayesian network can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where each node represents a variable and an edge directed from one node to another represents a conditional dependency between the corresponding variables. Bayesian networks have found applications in numerous domains, such as decision making [5] , [6] and cybersecurity [7] , [8] . In these domains, new training examples can arrive online, and it is important to incorporate new data into the model as it arrives. For instance, in malware classification, as more data observed, the Bayesian network can be adjusted in an online manner to better classify future inputs as either benign or malicious. While a graphical model can help in reducing complexity, the number of parameters in such a model can still be quite high, and tracking each parameter independently is expensive, especially in a distributed system that sends a message for each update. The key insight in our work is that it is not necessary to log every event in real time; rather, we can aggregate information, and only update the model when there is a substantial change in the inferred model. This still allows us to continuously maintain the model, but with substantially reduced communication. In order to give strong approximation guarantees for this approach, we delve deeper into the construction of Bayesian Networks.
The fundamental task in building a Bayesian Network is to estimate the conditional probability distribution (CPD) of a variable given the values assigned to its parents. Once the CPDs of different variables are known, the joint distribution can be derived over any subset of variables using the chain rule [9] . To estimate the CPDs from empirical data, we use the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) principle. The CPD of each event can be obtained by the ratio of the prevalence of that event versus the parent event (for independent variables, we obtain the single variable distribution). Thus the central task is to obtain accurate counts of different subsets of events. design a scheme that can accurately maintain the Bayesian Network model, while minimizing the communication incurred.
We formalize the problem using the continuous distributed stream monitoring model [12] . There are many sites, each receiving an individual stream of observations i.e. we assume the data is horizontally partitioned. A separate coordinator node, which receives no input itself, interacts with the sites to collaboratively maintain a model over the union of all data seen so far, and also answers queries. This model captures many of the difficulties that arise in learning tasks in big data systems -data is large, streaming in, and distributed over many sites; and models need to be maintained in a timely manner allowing for real-time responses.
Our work makes extensive use of a primitive called a distributed counter, which enables accurate event counting without triggering a message for each event. We first show a basic monitoring scheme that uses distributed counters independently for each variable in the model. However, our strongest results arise when we provide a deeper technical analysis of how the counts combine, to give tighter accuracy guarantees with a lower communication cost. The resulting exponential improvements in the worst-case cost for this task are matched by dramatic reductions observed in practice. In more detail, our contributions are as follows: Contributions. We present the first communication-efficient algorithms that continuously maintain a graphical model over distributed data streams. -Our algorithms maintain an accurate approximation of the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) using communication cost that is only logarithmic in the number of distributed observations. This is in contrast with the approach that maintains an exact MLE using a communication cost linear in the number of observations. -Our communication-efficient algorithms provide a provable guarantee that the model maintained is close to the MLE model given current observations, in a precise sense (Sections III, IV). -We present three algorithms, in increasing order of ability to capture model parameters, BASELINE, UNIFORM, and NONUNIFORM in Section IV. All three follow a similar outline, and differ in how they allocate internal parameters that control the accuracy of approximation of different quantities. NONUNIFORM has the most involved analysis (but is straightforward to implement) to handle the case when the sizes of the CPDs of different random variables may be very different from each other. Section V shows how these algorithms apply to typical machine learning tasks such as classification.
-We present an evaluation, both using simulations as well as implementation over a cluster, in showing that on a stream of a few million distributed training examples, our methods resulted in an improvement of 100-1000x in communication cost over the maintenance of exact MLEs, while providing estimates of joint probability with nearly the same accuracy as obtained by exact MLEs.
This provides a method for communication-efficient maintenance of a graphical model over distributed, streaming data.
Prior works on maintaining a graphical model have considered efficiency in terms of space (memory) and time, but these costs tend to be secondary when compared to the communication cost in a distributed system. Our method is built on the careful combination of multiple technical pieces. Since the overall joint distribution is formed by composing many CPDs, we divide the maximum "error budget" among the different parameters within the different CPDs so that (a) the error of the joint distribution is within the desired budget, and (b) the communication cost is as small as possible. We pose this as a convex optimization problem and use its solution to parameterize the algorithms for distributed counters. The next advance is to leverage concentration bounds to argue that the aggregate behavior of the approximate model consisting of multiple random variables (each estimating a parameter of a CPD) is concentrated within a small range. As a result, the dependence of the communication cost on the number of variables n can be brought down from O(n) to O( √ n).
II. PRIOR AND RELATED WORK
Many recent works are devoted to designing algorithms with efficient communication in distributed machine learning. Balcan et al. [13] were perhaps the first to give formal consideration to this problem, based on the model of PAC (Probably Approximately Correct) learning. They showed lower bounds and algorithms for the non-streaming case, where k parties each hold parts of the input, and want to collaborate to compute a model. We call this "the static distributed model". Daumé et al. [14] considered a distributed version of the classification problem: training data points are assigned labels, and the goal is to build a model to predict labels for new examples. Algorithms are also proposed in the static distributed model, where the classifiers are linear separators (hyperplanes) allowing either no or small error. Most recently, Chen et al. [15] considered spectral graph clustering, and showed that the trivial approach of centralizing all data can only be beaten when a broadcast model of communication is allowed.
In the direction of lower bounds, Zhang et al. [16] considered the computation of statistical estimators in the static distributed model, and show communication lower bounds for minimizing the expected squared error, based on information theory. Phillips et al. [17] show lower bounds using communication complexity arguments via the "number in hand" model. Various functions related to machine learning models are shown to be "hard" i.e., require large amounts of communication in the distributed model . Some previous works have extended sketching techniques to the problem of streaming estimation of parameters of a Bayesian network. McGregor and Vu [18] gave sketch-based algorithms to measure whether given data was "consistent" with a prescribed model i.e. they compare the empirical probabilities in the full joint distribution with those that arise from fitting the same data into a particular Bayesian network. They also provide a streaming algorithm that finds a good degreeone Bayesian network (i.e. when the graph is a tree). Kveton et al. [19] adapt sketches to allow estimation of parameters for models that have very high-cardinality variables. However, neither of these methods consider the distributed setting.
The continuous distributed monitoring model has been well studied in the data management and algorithms communities, but there has been limited work on machine learning problems in this model. A survey of the model and basic results is given in [20] . Efficient distributed counting is one of the first problems studied in this model [21] , and subsequently refined [22] , [12] . The strongest theoretical results on this problem are randomized algorithms due to Huang et al. [23] . Generic techniques are introduced and studied by Sharfman et al. [10] . Some problems studied in this model include clustering [24] , anomaly detection [25] , entropy computation [26] and sampling [27] .
III. PRELIMINARIES
Let P [E] denote the probability of event E. For random variable X, let dom(X) denote the domain of X. We use P [x] as a shorthand for P [X = x] when the random variable is clear from the context. For a set of random variables X = {X 1 , . . . , X n } let P [X 1 , . . . , X n ] or P [X ] denote the joint distribution over X . Let dom(X ) denote the set of all possible assignments to X .
Definition 1: A Bayesian network G = (X , E) is a directed acyclic graph with a set of nodes X = {X 1 , . . . , X n } and edges E. Each X i represents a random variable. For i ∈ [1, n], let par (X i ) denote the set of parents of X i and NonDescendants (X i ) denote the variables that are not descendants of X i . The random variables obey the following condition: for each i ∈ [1, n], X i is conditionally independent of NonDescendants (X i ), given par (X i ). For i = 1 . . . n, let J i denote the size of dom(X i ) and K i the size of dom(par (X i )).
Conditional Probability Distribution. Given a Bayesian Network on X , the joint distribution can be factorized as:
For each i, P [X i | par (X i )] is called the conditional probability distribution (CPD) of X i . Let θ i denote the CPD of X i and θ = {θ 1 , . . . , θ n } the set of CPDs of all variables.
Given training data D, we are interested in obtaining the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of θ. Suppose that D contains m instances ξ [1] , . . . , ξ [m] . Let L(θ | D), the likelihood function of θ given the dataset D, be equal to the probability for dataset observed given those parameters.
Let L i (θ i | D) denote the likelihood function for θ i . The likelihood function of θ can be decomposed as a product of independent local likelihood functions.
Letθ denote the value of θ that maximizes the likelihood function,θ is also known as the Maximum Likelihoood Estimation (MLE) of θ. Similarly, letθ i denote the value of θ i that maximizes L i (θ i | D).
Lemma 1 ([9, proposition 17.1]): Consider a Bayesian Network with given structure G and training dataset D. Suppose for all i = j, θ i and θ j are independent. For each i ∈ [1, n] , ifθ i maximizes the likelihood function L i (θ i : D), thenθ = {θ 1 , . . . ,θ n } maximizes L(θ : D).
Local CPD Estimation. In this work, we consider categorical random variables, so that the CPD of each variable X i can be represented as a table, each entry is the probability
is the vector of values on the dimensions corresponding to par (X i ) and x par i ∈ dom(par (X i )). We can handle continuous valued variables by appropriate discretization, for example through applying a histogram, with bucket boundaries determined by domain knowledge, or found by estimation on a random sample.
From Lemma 1, a solution that maximizes the local likelihood functions also maximizes the joint likelihood function. We further have that the MLE is an accurate estimate of the ground truth when the training dataset is sufficiently large.
Lemma 3 ([9, Corollary 17.3]): Given a Bayesian Network G on X , let P * denote the ground truth joint distribution consistent with G andP the joint distribution using MLE.
We make use of a randomized algorithm to continuously track counter values in the distributed monitoring model, due to [23] .
Lemma 4 ( [23] ): Consider a distributed system with k sites. Given 0 < < 1, for k ≤ 1 2 , there is a randomized distributed algorithm DISTCOUNTER ( , δ) that continuously maintains a distributed counter A with the property that Our Objective: Approximation to the MLE. Given a continuously changing data stream, exact maintenance of the MLE of the joint distribution is expensive communicationwise, since it requires the exact maintenance of multiple distributed counters, each of which may be incremented by many distributed processors. Hence, we consider the following notion of approximation to the MLE.
Definition 2: Consider a Bayesian Network G on X . Let P [·] denote the MLE of the joint distribution of X . Given approximation factor 0 < < 1, an -approximation to the MLE is a joint probability distributionP [·] such that, for any assignment of values x to X , e − ≤P (x) P (x) ≤ e . Given an additional parameter 0 < δ < 1, a distributionP is an ( , δ)approximation to MLE if it is an -approximation to the MLE with probability at least 1 − δ.
Our goal is to maintain a distributionP that is an ( , δ)approximation to the MLE, given all data observed so far, in the distributed continuous model.
The task of choosing the graph G with which to model the data (i.e. which edges are present in the network and which are not) is also an important one, but one that we treat as orthogonal to our focus in this work. For data of moderate dimensionality, we may assume that the graph structure is provided by a domain expert, based on known structure and independence within the data. Otherwise, the graph structure can be learned offline based on a suitable sample of the data. The question of learning graph models "live" as data arrives, is a challenging one that we postpone to future work.
IV. DISTRIBUTED STREAMING MLE APPROXIMATION
Continuous maintenance of the MLE requires continuous maintenance of a number of counters, to track the different (empirical) conditional probability distributions.
For each
be the counter that tracks the number of events (par (X i ) = x par i ), and let C i (x i , x par i ) be the counter that tracks the number of events (X i = x i , par (X i ) = x par i ). When clear from the context, we use the counter to also denote its value when queried. Consider any input vector x = x 1 , . . . , x n . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let x par i denote the projection of vector x on the dimensions corresponding to par (X i ). Based on Equation 1 and Lemma 1, the empirical joint probabilityP [x] can be factorized as:
A. Strawman: Using Exact Counters
A simple solution to maintain parameters is to maintain each counter C i (·) and C i (·, ·) exactly at all times, at the coordinator. With this approach, the coordinator always has the MLE of the joint distribution, but the communication cost quickly becomes the bottleneck of the whole system. Each time an event is received at a site, the site tells the coordinator to update the centralizing parameters θ immediately, essentially losing any benefit of distributed processing.
Lemma 5: If exact counters are used to maintain the MLE of a Bayesian network on n variables in the distributed monitoring model, the total communication cost to continuously maintain the model over m event observations is O(mn), spread across m messages of size n.
B. Master Algorithms Using Approximate Counters
The major issue with using exact counters to maintain the MLE is the communication cost, which increases linearly with the number of events received from the stream. We describe a set of "master" algorithms that we use to approximately Algorithm 1: INIT(n, epsfnA, epsfnB) /* Initialization of Distributed Counters. */ Input: n is the number of variables. epsfnA and epsfnB are parameters of initialization functions provided by specific algorithms.
Algorithm 2: UPDATE(x) /* Called by a site upon receiving a new event */ Input:
track statistics, leading to a reduced communication cost, yet maintaining an approximation of the MLE. In successive sections we tune their parameters and analysis to improve their behavior. In Section IV-C, we describe the BASELINE algorithm which divides the error budget uniformly and pessimistically across all variables. Section IV-D gives the UNI-FORM approach, which keeps the uniform allocation, but uses an improved randomized analysis. Finally, the NONUNIFORM algorithm in Section IV-E adjusts the error budget allocation to account for the cardinalities of different variables.
These algorithms build on top of approximate distributed counters (Lemma 4), denoted by A. At any point, the coordinator can answer a query over the joint distribution by using the outputs of the approximate counters, rather than the exact values of the counters (which it no longer has access to). We have the following objective:
Our general approach is as follows. Each algorithm initializes a set of distributed counters (DistCounter in Algorithm 1). Once a new event is received, we update the two counters associated with the CPD for each variable (Algorithm 2). A query is processed as in Algorithm 3 by probing the approximate CPDs. The different algorithms are specified based on how they set the error parameters for the distributed counters, captured in the functions epsfnA and epsfnB.
Algorithm 3: QUERY(x)
/* Used to query the joint probability distribution.
Our first approach BASELINE, sets the error parameter of each counter A(·) and A(·, ·) to a value 3n , which is small enough so that the overall error in estimating the MLE is within desired bounds. In other words, BASELINE configures Algorithm 1 with epsfnA(i) = epsfnB(i) = 3n . Our analysis makes use of the following standard fact.
Fact 1:
n ≥ e − Lemma 6: Given 0 < ,δ < 1 and a Bayesian Network with n variables, the BASELINE algorithm maintains the parameters of the Bayesian Network such that at any point, it is an ( , δ)-approximation to the MLE. The total communication cost across m training observations is
where J is the maximum domain cardinality for any variable X i , d is the maximum number of parents for any variable and k is the number of sites.
Proof: We analyze the ratiõ
We provide a probabilistic analysis based on applying Chebyshev's inequality to the variance of each counter (Lemma 4). We first choose a particular value of the counter's parameter , which is proportional to /n. By appealing to the union bound, we have that each counter A i () is in the range
i.e each counter takes on an extreme value within its confidence interval. In this case,
P (x) takes on the minimum value. Using Fact 1, we get
P (x) ≤ e when we make pessimistic assumptions in the other direction.
Using Lemma 4, the communication cost for each distributed counter is O n √ k · log 1 δ · log m messages. For each i ∈ [1, n] , there are at most J d+1 counters A i (x i , x par i ) and at most J d counters A i (x par i ) for all x i ∈ dom(X i ) and x par i ∈ dom(par (X i )). So the total communication cost is O n 2 J d+1 √ k · log 1 δ · log m messages.
D. UNIFORM: Improved Uniform Approximate Counters
The approach in BASELINE is overly pessimistic: it assumes that all errors may fall in precisely the worst possible direction.
Since the counter algorithms are unbiased and random, we can provide a more refined statistical analysis and still obtain our desired guarantee with less communication.
Recall that the randomized counter algorithm in Lemma 4 can be shown to have the following properties:
where is the error parameter used in A.
Hence the product of multiple distributed counters is also unbiased, and we can also bound the variance of the product.
Our UNIFORM algorithm initializes its state using Algorithm 1 with epsfnA(i) = epsfnB(i) = 16 √ n . We prove its properties after first stating a useful fact.
Fact 2:
. Since all the distributed counters A i (·, ·) are independent, we have:
By noting that different terms A 2 i (x i , x par i ) are independent:
Using Chebyshev's inequality, we can bound F . with probability at least 7/8.
For the term
Ci(x par i ) Ai(x par i ) , we maintain distributed counters A i (x par i ) with approximation factor 16 √ n . One subtlety here is that different variables, say X i and X j , i = j can have par (X i ) = par (X j ), so that n i=1
Ci(x par i ) Ai(x par i ) can have duplicate terms, arising from different i. This leads to terms in the product that are not independent of each other. To simplify such cases, for each i ∈ [1, n], we maintain separate distributed counters A i (x par i ), so that when par (X i ) = par (X j ), the counters A i (x par i ) and A j (x par j ) are independent of each other. Then, we can show the following lemma for counters A(x par i ), which is derived in a manner similar to Lemma 7 and 8. The proof is omitted.
Lemma 9: For i ∈ [1, n], when we maintain distributed counters A i (x par i ) with approximation factor 16 √ n , we have
Ci(x par i ) Ai(x par i ) ≤ e 2 with probability at least 7/8. Combining these results, we obtain the following result about UNIFORM.
Theorem 1: Given 0 < , δ < 1, UNIFORM algorithm continuously maintains an ( , δ)-approximation to the MLE over the course of m observations. The communication cost over all observations is O n 3/2 J d+1 √ k · log 1 δ · log m messages, where J is the maximum domain cardinality for any variable X i , d is the maximum number of parents for a variable in the Bayesian network, and k is the number of sites.
Proof: Recall that our approximation ratio is given bỹ
Combining Lemmas 8 and 9, we have
with probability at least 3/4, showing that the model that is maintained is an ( , 1/4) approximation to the MLE. By taking the median of O(log 1 δ ) independent instances of the UNIFORM algorithm, we improve the error probability to δ.
The communication cost for each distributed counter is O √ nk · log 1 δ · log m messages. For each i ∈ [1, n] , there are at most J d+1 counters A i (x i , x par i ) for all x i ∈ dom(X i ) and x par i ∈ dom(par (X i )), and at most J d counters A i (x par i ) for all x par i ∈ dom(par (X i )). So the total communication cost is O n 3/2 J d+1 √ k · log 1 δ · log m messages.
E. Non-uniform Approximate Counters
In computing the communication cost of UNIFORM, we made the simplifying assumption that the domains of different variables are of the same size J, and each variable has the same number of parents d 1 . While this streamlines the analysis, it misses a chance to more tightly bound the communication by better adapting to the cost of parameter estimation. Our third algorithm, NONUNIFORM, has a more involved analysis by making more use of the information about the Bayesian Network.
We set the approximation parameters of distributed counters A i (x i , x par i ) and A i (x par i ) as a function of the values J i (the cardinality of dom(X i )) and K i (the cardinality of dom (par (X i ))). To find the settings that yield the best tradeoffs, we express the total communication cost as a function of different J i s and K i s. Consider first the maintenance of the CPD for variable X i , this uses counters of the form A i (·, ·). Using an approximation error of ν i for these counters leads to a communication cost proportional to JiKi νi , since the number of such counters needed at X i is J i K i . Thus, the total cost across all variables is n i=1 JiKi νi . In order to ensure correctness (approximation to the MLE), we consider the variance of our estimate of the joint probability distribution.
to bound the error of the joint distribution, we want that E F 2 ≤ 1 + 2 128 · f 2 which can be ensured by providing the following condition is satisfied,
Thus, the problem is to find values of ν 1 , . . . , ν n to minimize communication while satisfying this constraint. That is,
Using the Lagrange Multiplier Method, let L = n i=1
JiKi νi + λ ν 2 i − 2 256 , we must satisfy:
Solving the above equations, the optimal parameters are:
Next we consider the distributed counters A(·). For each i ∈ [1, n] and each x par i ∈ dom(par (X i )), we maintain A i (x par i ) independently and ignore the shared parents as we did in the Section IV-D. Let μ i denote the approximation factor for A i (x par i ), the communication cost for counter
Ki μi and the restriction due to bounding the error of joint distribution is
. Similarly to above, the solution via the Lagrange multiplier method is
Setting epsfnA(i) = ν i as in (7) and epsfnB(i) = μ i as in (8) in Algorithm 1 gives our NONUNIFORM algorithm. Theorem 2: Given 0 < , δ < 1, NONUNIFORM continuously maintains an ( , δ)-approximation to the MLE given m training observations. The communication cost over all
The correctness of NONUNIFORM follows from Conditions 3 and 4 which together constrain the variance of the variable F . The communication cost is obtained by substituting the values of ν i and μ i into expressions for the communication cost, as in the proof of Theorem 1. We omit the detailed proof due to space constraints.
Comparison between UNIFORM and NONUNIFORM.
It is clear that NONUNIFORM should be at least as good as UNI-FORM (in the limit), since it optimizes over more information. We now show cases where they separate. First, note that UNIFORM and NONUNIFORM have the same dependence on k, , δ, and m. So to compare the two algorithms, we focus on their dependence on the J i s and K i s. Consider a case when all but one of the n variables are binary valued, and variable X 1 can take one of J different values, for some J 1. Further, suppose that (1) the network was a tree so that d, the maximum number of parents of a node is 1, and (2) X 1 was a leaf in the tree, so that K i = 1 for all nodes X i . The communication bound for UNIFORM by Theorem 1 is O(n 1.5 J 2 ), while the bound for NONUNIFORM by Theorem 2 is O((n + J 2/3 ) 1.5 ) = O(max{n 1.5 , J}). In this case, our analysis argues that NONUNIFORM provides a much smaller communication cost than UNIFORM. However, such 'unbalanced' models may be uncommon in practice; our experimental study (Section VI) shows that while the cost of NONUNIFORM is often lower, the margin is not large.
V. SPECIAL CASES AND EXTENSIONS
Section IV showed that NONUNIFORM has the tightest bounds on communication cost to maintain an approximation to the MLE. In this section, we apply NONUNIFORM to networks with special structure, such as Tree-Structured Network and Naïve Bayes, as well as to a classification problem.
Tree Structured Network. When the Bayesian Network is structured as a tree, each node has exactly one parent, except for the single root 2 . The following result is a consequence of Theorem 2 specialized to a tree, by noting that each set par (X i ) is of size 1, we let J par(i) denote K i , the cardinality of par (X i ).
Lemma 10: Given 0 < , δ < 1 and a tree-structured network with n variables, Algorithm NONUNIFORM can continuously maintain an ( , δ)-approximation to the MLE incurring
par(i) ) 3/2 . For the case when J i = J for all i, this reduces to Γ = O(n 1.5 J 2 ).
Naïve Bayes: The Naïve Bayes model is perhaps the most commonly used graphical model, especially in tasks such as classification. The graphical model of Naïve Bayes is a two-layer tree where we assume the root is node 1.
Specializing the NONUNIFORM algorithm for the case of Naïve Bayes, we use results (7) and (8) . For each node X i with i ∈ [2, n], K i = J 1 . Hence, we have the approximation factors epsfnA(i) = ν i and epsfnB(i) = μ i as follows.
Due to space constraints, we omit further details of this case, which can be found in the long version of the paper.
Lemma 11: Given 0 < ,δ < 1 and a Naïve Bayes model with n variables, there is an algorithm that continuously maintains an ( , δ)-approximation to the MLE, incurring a communication cost
δ · log m messages over m distributed observations. In the case when all J i are equal to J, this expression is O n 3/2 √ k · J 2 · log 1 δ · log m . Classification: Thus far, our goal has been to estimate probabilities of joint distributions of random variables. We now present an application of these techniques to the task of classification. In classification, we are given some evidence e, the objective is to find an assignment to a subset of random variables Y , given e. The usual way to do this is to find the assignment that maximizes the probability, given e. That is, Class(Y | e) = arg max y P [y | e]. We are interested in an approximate version of the above formulation, given by:
Definition 4: Given a Bayesian Network G, let Y denote the set of variables whose values need to be assigned, and denote an error parameter. For any evidence e, we say that b solves the approximate Bayesian Classification with error if
In other words, we want to find the assignment to the set of variables Y with conditional probability close to the maximum, if not equal to the maximum.
Lemma 12: Given evidence e and set of variables
P [X ] ≤ e /4 , then we can find assignment b that solves the approximate Bayesian Classification problem with error. We defer the proof to the full version of the paper [28] . 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Setup and Implementation Details
We evaluate our algorithms via a simulated stream monitoring system, and a live implementation on a cluster. The distributed learning algorithm was implemented on a cluster on Amazon Web Services, where each machine in the cluster is an EC2 t2.micro instance. All the machines are located in the region: us-east-2a. Events (training data) arrive at sites, where each event is sent to a site chosen uniformly at random. Queries are posed at the coordinator. Data: We use real-world Bayesian Networks from the repository at [29] . All have been used in prior studies [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] . In our experiments, we assume the network topology prescribed, but learn model parameters from the training data. The size of the network size ranges from small (20−60 nodes) to large (> 1000 nodes). Table I provides an overview of the networks that we use. Here, the number of edges corresponds to the total number of conditional dependency relationship. Training Data: For each network, we generate training data based on the ground truth for the parameters. To do this, we first generate a topological ordering of all vertices in the Bayesian Network (which is guaranteed to be acyclic), and then assign values to nodes (random variables) in this order, based on the known conditional probability distributions. Testing Data: Our testing data consists of a number of queries, each one for the probability of a specific event. We measure the accuracy according to the ability of the trained network to accurately estimate the probabilities of different events. To do this, we generate 1000 events on the joint probability space represented by the Bayesian network, and estimate the probability of each event using the parameters that have been learnt by the distributed algorithm. Each event is chosen so that its ground truth probability is at least 0.01 -this is to rule out events that are highly unlikely, for which not enough data may be available to estimate the probabilities accurately. Algorithms: We implemented four algorithms: EXACTMLE, BASELINE, UNIFORM, and NONUNIFORM. EXACTMLE is the strawman algorithm that uses exact counters so that each site informs the coordinator whenever it receives a new observation. This algorithm sends a message for each counter, so that the length of each message exchanged is approximately the same. The other three algorithms, BASELINE, UNIFORM, and NONUNIFORM, are as described in Sections IV-C, IV-D, and IV-E respectively. For each of these algorithms, a message contains an update to the value of a single counter.
For our implementation on the cluster, we optimized the message transmission by merging multiple updates into a single message as follows. Upon receiving an event, we merge the resulting updates for all counters into a single message to be sent out to the coordinator. For algorithms using the randomized counters, if there were no updates to any counter, then there is no message sent. This optimization was applied to all algorithms, and they benefit the less efficient algorithms, such as EXACTMLE and BASELINE the most. Metrics: We compute the probability for each testing event using the approximate model maintained by the distributed algorithm. We compare this with the ground truth probability for the testing event, derived from the ground truth model. For BASELINE, UNIFORM, and NONUNIFORM, we compare their results with those obtained by EXACTMLE, and report the median value from five independent runs. Unless otherwise specified, we set = 0.1 and the number of sites to k = 30.
B. Results and Discussion
The error relative to the ground truth is the average error of the probability estimate returned by the model learnt by the algorithm, relative to the ground truth probability. Figures 1 and 2 respectively show this error as a function of the number of training instances, for the HEPAR II and LINK datasets respectively. As expected, for each algorithm, the median error decreases with an increase in the number of training instances, as can be seen by the middle quantile in the boxplot. The interquartile ranges also shrink with more training instances, showing that the variance of the error is also decreasing. Figure 3 shows the mean relative error to the ground truth for each algorithm. We observe all the algorithms have similar performance when the number of training instances is small, say 5K and 50K. When the number of training instances is large, EXACTMLE has the best accuracy, which is to be expected, since it computes the model parameters based on exact counters. BASELINE has the next best accuracy, closely followed by UNIFORM and NONUNIFORM, that show similar accuracy. Finally, all these algorithms achieve good accuracy results. For instance, after 5M examples, the error in estimated event probabilities is always less than one percent, for every algorithm.
The error relative to the MLE is the error of the probability estimate returned by the model learnt by the algorithm, relative to the model learnt using exact counters. The distribution of this error is shown to compare the UNIFORM and NONUNI-FORM algorithms that use approximate counters, in Figures 4. We observe that the difference between these algorithms does not appear particularly large in these plots. The mean error for different algorithms is compared in Figure 5 . We can consider the measured error as having two sources: (1) Statistical error, which is inherent due to training examples seen so far -this is captured by the error of the model learnt by the exact counter, that is MLE relative to the ground truth, and (2) Approximation error, which is the difference between the model that we are tracking and the model learnt by using exact counters -this error arises due to our desire for efficiency of communication (i.e., trying to send fewer messages for counter maintenance). Our algorithms aim to control the approximation error, and this error is captured by the error relative to exact counter. We note from the plots that the error relative to exact counter remains approximately the same with increasing number of training points, for all three algorithms, BASELINE, UNIFORM, and NONUNIFORM. This is consistent with theoretical predictions since our algorithms only guarantee that these errors are less than a threshold (relative error ), which does not decrease with increasing number of points. The error of NONUNIFORM is usually better than that of UNIFORM, by around 10% on average, varying based on the network used. We conclude that for the "typical" networks evaluated here, we do not observe dramatic differences between UNIFORM and NONUNIFORM. However, since NONUNIFORM is no more difficult to implement that UNIFORM then it is reasonable to prefer it.
Communication Cost vs. Stream Size for different algorithms is shown in Figure 6 . Note that the y-axis is in logarithmic scale. From this graph, we can observe that NONUNI-FORM has the smallest communication cost in general, followed by UNIFORM. These two have a significantly smaller cost than BASELINE and EXACTMLE. The gap between EXACTMLE and NONUNIFORM increases as more training data arrives. For 5M training points, NONUNIFORM sends approximately 100 times fewer messages than EXACTMLE, while having almost the same accuracy when compared with the ground truth. This also shows that there is a concrete and tangible benefit using the improved analysis in UNIFORM and NONUNIFORM, in reducing the communication cost.
Performance on a Cluster: We measured the performance of the algorithm on a cluster of computers. The number of training instances is set to 500K and the number of sites (not including the coordinator) is varied from 2 to 10. We measure the total runtime as the (wallclock) time from the first to the last message received by the coordinator. Figure 7 shows the runtime of different algorithms. The UNIFORM Figure 9 (a). We observe that the number of messages of the EXACTMLE algorithm increases linearly with the number of variables, as expected from our analysis. For the UNIFORM algorithm, even though the worst case bound on the number of messages is O(n 3/2 )), we see that the behavior appears closer to linear here. The number of messages sent is never more than a quarter that of the EXACTMLE and BASELINE algorithms. The NONUNI-FORM algorithm has slightly smaller communication cost than UNIFORM. Our experiments on varying the number of edges in the network shows a similar trend (Figure 9(b) ). Accuracy vs. Approximation Factor: Figure 10 shows the testing error as a function of the parameter , and shows that the testing error increases with an increase in . For small values of , the testing error does not change significantly as changes. This is due to the fact that only controls the "approximation error", and in cases when the statistical error is large (i.e. small numbers of training instances), the (a) Baseline (b) Non-uniform Fig. 10 . HEPAR II mean error against ground truth vs. . Fig. 11 . Communication cost vs. number of sites, dataset is ALARM approximation error is dwarfed by the statistical error, and the overall error is not sensitive to changes in . Communication Cost vs. Number of Sites: Figure 11 shows the communication cost as the number of sites is varied, for the ALARM dataset. The plot shows that the number of messages increases sub-linearly with number of sites k. Communication Cost of UNIFORM vs. NONUNIFORM: Our results do not yet show a large difference in the communication cost of UNIFORM and NONUNIFORM. The reason is that in the networks that we used, the cardinalities of all random variables were quite similar. In other words, for different i ∈ [1, n] , the J i s in Equation 7 and 8 have similar values, and so did the K i s, which makes the theoretical bounds for UNIFORM and NONUNIFORM quite similar. To observe the communication efficiency of the non-uniform approximate counter, we generated a semi-synthetic Bayesian network NEW-ALARM based on the ALARM network (https://github.com/yuz1988/new-alarm). We keep the structure of the graph, but randomly choose 6 variables in the graph and increased the domain size of these to 20 (originally each variable took between 2−4 distinct values). For this network, the communication cost of NONUNIFORM was about 35 percent smaller than that of UNIFORM. Classification: Finally, we show results on learning a Bayesian classifier for our data sets. For each testing instance, we first generate the values for all the variables (using the underlying model), then randomly select one variable to predict, given the values of the remaining variables. We compare the true value and predicted value of the select variable and compute the error rate. Prediction error and communication cost for 50K examples and 1000 tests are shown in Tables II and III respectively. We note that even the EXACTMLE algorithm has some prediction error relative to the ground truth, due to the statistical nature of the model. The error of the other algorithms, such as UNIFORM and NONUNIFORM is very close to that of EXACTMLE, but their communication cost is much smaller.
VII. CONCLUSION
We presented new distributed streaming algorithm to estimate the parameters of a Bayesian Network in the distributed monitoring model. Compared to approaches that maintain the exact MLE, our algorithms significantly reduce communication, while offering provable guarantees on the estimates of joint probability. Our experiments show that these algorithms indeed reduce communication and provide similar prediction errors as the MLE for estimation and classification tasks.
Directions for future work include: (1) to adapt our analysis when there is a more skewed distribution across different sites, (2) to consider time-decay models which gives higher weight to more recent stream instances, and (3) to learn the underlying graph "live" in an online fashion, as more data arrives.
